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Craftsman's Corner

Stress corrosion cracking. Filiform. AREAS/COMPONENTS. Skin frames/ribs/panels, etc. Attachments/fittings, subassemblies. Extrusions/castings, forgings. 
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MEET MR. CORROSION By Al Wheeler, EAA #64433 12 Bishop Lane



El Sobrante, CA 94803 Mr. Corrosion is often seen peering over the back fence into piles of used aircraft parts and materials. He frequently isn't seen by the owner or potential user, but rest assured he lurks in many of the damp dark corners of such a collection whether it belongs to a friend or a business, inside a building or out! This may all sound a bit melodramatic, but the current rising costs for aircraft parts and materials has brought many to look deeper into those damp dark corners for what they need to complete a valued antique, classic or homebuilt. Old Mr. Corrosion is here to introduce or review some appropriate cautions for those embarking on a scrounging venture for their project. The Aircraft Technical Dictionary provides the following definition of corrosion. Corrosion: An electro-chemical process in which a metal is transformed into chemical compounds which are powdery and have little mechanical strength. A simple formula for corrosion is: Dissimilar metals (ANODE + CATHODE) + Moisture (Electrolyte) = CORROSION
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A Typical Corrosion Machine — dissimilar metals with moisture. This is a common installation practice and one that is trouble free under normal conditions — just be sure the fasteners are coated with sufficient barrier material (wet zinc chromate) prior to installation — remember it takes moisture to start the corrosive action



— keep it out! Common types of corrosion found in aircraft include. AREAS/COMPONENTS TYPE Skin frames/ribs/panels, etc. Direct surface attack Attachments/fittings, Galvanic subassemblies (dissimilar metal) Extrusions/castings, Intergranular forgings (exfoliation) All exposed areas, steel or Pitting Stress corrosion cracking



Filiform



aluminum Press fits/taper pins, etc.



Exterior surfaces, under paint



Where you find rusted steel fasteners, bushings and bearings, there has been sufficient moisture to start corrosion on adjacent aluminum parts. Ask any restorer who has taken an old airframe apart! STEEL TUBE STRUCTURES are more prone to hidden corrosion (rust) than other aircraft components, even if they were preserved at the time of manufacture. On "closed" tubes it is common practice to drill a #40 hole at one end, fill with preservative (linseed oil or equivalent), drain, and close the hole with a drive plug. The fact that they are welded "closed" precludes any possibility of visual inspection. Sophisticated electronic measuring devices that "sound" the wall thickness of tubing are available to industry but not too frequently to the restorer or homebuilder. We are dependent on the age old system of "sounding" — that of tapping the exterior of the tubing with a metal object (old timers all insist that a silver dollar be used). Any area with internal rust that has affected the wall thickness will produce a duller, less metallic sound, it will be quite noticeable. Some of the more vulnerable areas are: 1. Lower longerons, they are the "low" point in a three point attitude and, at the aft end, more subject to the damp ground environment. 2. Tail posts serving as a socket for the fin or one forming the fin spar could be open at the top. 3. The bottom end of cabane and interplane (N) struts — particularly if they are open at the top and closed at the bottom, by welding with debris. 4. The bottom end of landing gear struts, again, particularly if open at the top end and closed at the bottom. 5. Clusters and vertical tubes not having drive plugs,



an indication that no preservative measures were taken, warrant a tap or two. 6. The lower end of engine mount tubes may have



an opening in the upper area and the lower portion of mount rings. Note: Any closed tube or structure with no evidence



of a drive plug is suspect — it may never have been preserved.
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External rust on tubing and struts is a snap to cleanup. The interior corrosion in long or closed tubing is



difficult to diagnose and more difficult to repair. Before



you part with any of your hard earned money for long lengths of longeron or strut material, consider its importance and BEWARE of used materials. USED CASTINGS AND FORCINGS - Many aircraft hinge supports, bellcranks, levers and trunnions are of cast or forged aluminum. BEWARE of areas where dissimilar metals come in contact such as steel bearings and bushings pressed in and staked. Any moisture entry into the area between the two metals will start galvanic corrosion in the form of an intergranular attack often radiating from the bearing or bushing bore into the aluminum and not detectable from the surface. Press bearings out and examine the sides of the bore for any signs of hairline cracks. A dye-penetrant type check may reveal cracks which are a sure sign of intergranular action. Stress corrosion cracking — the "wedge" action of tight taper pins and the pipe threads on overtightened grease fittings generate a constant stress. Any entry of moisture will start the galvanic process which weakens the already stressed component. USED WHEELS - may have been subjected to abuses such as over or under inflation of tires, hard landings, severe side loads, loose bearings, immersion in salt water, or over torquing of assembly bolts. The point is, you really don't know, so a thorough inspection and dye penetrant check for stress corrosion cracks, pitting and galvanic attack as well as general condition is advisable.



ARROWS REPRESENT EXERTED STRESS



USED STRUTS must be carefully inspected for stress cracks and corrosion in the area of the scissors and trunnion. Pitting of cylinder and seal areas may not cause failure, but will affect operation and leak if it isn't replaced or repaired. Cylinders should not be honed or polished for cleaning — they should be plated and reground. FRETTING CORROSION might be better termed as chafing action, that of two surfaces held face to face and subjected to vibrational movement. The opening panel of a cowling and the fixed frame or surface onto which it closes is an example. Did you ever fly in the rain and see grey streaks appear behind various closure



areas? That grey part is your airplane! The correction is simple, if the frame against which the cowl closes is recessed sufficiently from the adjoining skin, numerous



cowl anti-chafe seals are available. For the cowl doors or window overlapping the skin, use a good grade of adhesive backed vinyl tape. No need to "fret". SURFACE CORROSION on unprotected aluminum is easily detected as it appears as a white or grey "baby powder" on the surface of the aluminum. It is caused by a chemical reaction developed where moisture contacts the aluminum. Changing temperatures causing condensation and other sources of moisture accelerate this process. If detected prior to progression to the pitting stage, it may be removed by mechanical brushing or polishing or, in difficult to reach areas adjacent to rib, spar or former (bulkhead) flanges aluminum wool may be used in a hand action. Warning: Do not use an abrasive that is harder than the material being cleaned, severe scratching can result. Prevention is best accomplished by cleaning, etching, flushing, drying and the liberal application of zinc chromate primer. If it isn't possible to apply a protective coating, an inspection schedule appropriate to the aircraft's environment should be established. Inspection intervals of as little as two weeks should be established in areas where corrosion is very prevalent. There are two schools of thought on how to best protect the interior aircraft structure against corrosion attack. One is to seal openings as much as possible to prevent moisture entry. Moisture proofing is impossible, except in an environmentally sealed plastic cover of the type used for long term storage — pretty impractical for frequent aircraft use. The other school is to let it breathe. If moisture does enter, air circulation will evaporate it at a much faster rate and temperature changes will be less apt to result in large amounts of condensation. This seems to be the more practical approach for most aircraR. The prime area of attack are the bottom of all surfaces that stay moist for longer periods of time and, in the case of horizontal tail surfaces and fuselage bottoms, areas that are cleaned less frequently. Once cleaned, these areas require more frequent inspection and, in many cases, it is advisable to etch, chromate and paint. On an aircraft that is polished, a light grey on the under surfaces detracts very little from the overall appearance and provides a much needed protective coating.



GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE CORROSION CONTROL



1. If you build the aircraft, chromate the inside of all skins and basic structure BEFORE you assemble the components. 2. In the case of unprotected areas, inspect them frequently. 3. If you find powdery deposits, clean and apply protective coatings at once, don't let it go to the pitting stage. 4. Keep all lower drainage holes open. 5. Don't seal all openings, let it breathe.



CORROSION



TYPICAL COWL CLOSURE



SPORT AVIATION 61
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tying it down at fly-ins would be a lot easier using this device. ... 3A32C Series. P21EA. D3A32C Series. P21EA. 3AF32C. P22EA. D3AF32C. P22EA. 3AF34C.
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sirable colors to paint an engine. For opti- ... cooling but the color of the paint doesn't. The second .... AGILEâ€” Light, smooth controls make aerobatics a joj.
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Inspecting the fit of tubing joints on the bottom side. (side nearest the plywood panel ... The angle finder makes for a more versatile device, however. FIGURE 2.
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MAGNETO IS essentially a small AC generator, constructed so that the ... A typical 4 cylinder installation with a Bendix mag, (2 ..... Good Luck and Good Flying.
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sary but often expensive special tools needed to properly ... terials, tools or techniques they think would be of interest ... tool box in its 2" x 2" storage box.
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LIGHTWEIGHT WIND GENERATOR. By Chuck Larsen. EAA Designee Director. IVEN THE SIMPLEST of homebuilts and ultra- lights have been touched by ...
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time to make some repairs and repaint it, I decided to reskin all ... I read all of the FAA and EAA books and articles I could ... of scrap aluminum. I then examined it.
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Aircraft wood is best cut with sharp tools, and sandpaper ... EAA member John ... wood. The technician told him that those are fine as long as the dust is removed ...
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CRAFTSMAN'S CDRNFR. Ben Owen. WHEELS AND BRAKES. I received a call from a pilot who was having difficulty in holding her aircraft during run-ups past.
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size and re-build and seal closed the box with DUCT. TAPE. (Greatest .... lease wax and a coat of P.V.A. film release. ... safety equipment and ventilation. A good ...
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A few miles from his home field he ran out of gas. ... who hasn't run out of gas or on some occasion had a low tank. ... It takes only one little bee to plug a vent.
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Now tape 3 or 4 sheets together lengthwise, depending on the length of the airfoil, keeping the lines nice and straight. Now, obtain the airfoil coordinates.
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item is taken care of by the manufacturer of both the engine and the mags. ... The breaker is set to open just after this point is reached. This is called the "E Gap ... time you have prop started an engine, the loud click you hear as you pass the ..
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thick fabric or short lengths of reinforc- ing tape between the stitches and to al- most completely eliminate any bumps from the stitches when hidden rib stitch-.
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over 650 feet per minute. How much prop thrust do you think you might be getting out of the. 115 hp, which is pulling you slowly into the "wild blue yonder." 550.
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you should use the rib drawing to deter- ... With this tool, the incidence along the wing (or wash-in and wash-out along the ... If you line up the trailing edge.
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and incorrect method of installation of this fitting. Very often, particularly on homebuilt aircraft, I have seen the incorrect mode of installation as shown in Il-.
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When starting the engine in my. Skybolt after a long storage period and minor overhaul, I could not get the Lycoming HIO-360 engine to run when I advanced the ...
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However, they do lighten up the ailer- ons! One of the first ... the World's Aircraft" for 1970-71, you will see the Zlin with ... Mike was a consultant for one of the.
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attached to ensure that they do stay in place. The propeller is primarily driven by the fric- tion between the rear propeller disk and the face of the prop extension ...
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DUCTED FAN OPERATION. Introduction: Why ... tailored to fit the power curve of an auto- derivative engine ... An F-16 with a v-8 or a rotary auto engine coupled.
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I P ORIGINAL RIB STITCH SPACING CANNOT BE DETERMINED, ... NG IN SLIf. i i i i. -SPA ... Tying the seine knot used in rib stitching can be tricky.
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The resin system to use when making molds is vinylester resin, which has a very low shrinkage rate. Do not use polyester resin â€” it has a high shrinkage rate.
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GM (see Hints For Homebuilders by. D. E. Baker, June 1992) and Chrysler need both ends of the field in the alter- nator available outside the alternator case.
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